Introduction
A sign pattern is an m n matrix H whose entries are 0,1 or -1. We say that an m n matrix A 2 Q(H) ( The weighted digraph of an n n sign pattern H is the directed graph D(H) with n vertices and the arc set f(i; j) : i 6 = j; H ij 6 = 0g, with each arc assigned the weight 1 if H ij < 0 and the weight 0 otherwise. Since the diagonal entries of H are not re ected in D(H), it is convenient when possible to restrict consideration to negative-diagonal sign patterns, i.e. sign patterns H for which H ii = ?1 for all indices i.
Our digraph terminology follows that of 1]. A digraph D is strongly connected ( all sign patterns that are sign-equivalent to H. The problem of characterizing the patterns allowing such a property is simpli ed because the analysis can be carried out using only negative-diagonal sign patterns, since any pattern that is not combinatorially singular is sign-equivalent to some negative-diagonal pattern.
A weighted digraph D is said to allow matrix property P if the negative-diagonal sign pattern corresponding to D allows P. An unweighted digraph D is said to allow P if some negative-diagonal sign pattern whose digraph is D allows P.
A result of Brualdi and Shader 7] states that any two negative-diagonal nonsingular sign patterns with the same unweighted noneven digraph D are sign-equivalent. This result implies that two weighted noneven digraphs D 1 and D 2 are sign-equivalent if and only their indegree and outdegree sequences coincide. It therefore allows us to classify completely the negative-diagonal sign-nonsingular patterns allowing a sign-equivalence class property P using only unweighted digraphs.
Given an n n sign pattern H, a symplectic pair in Q(H) is a pair of matrices (A; D) such that A 2 Q(H); D 2 Q(H), and A T D = I. Symplectic pairs are a patterngeneralization of orthogonal matrices which arise from a special symplectic matrix found in n-body problems in celestial mechanics, and have been discussed previously in 8], 9]. In particular, it was shown in 9] by the authors that the symplectic pair property is a signequivalence class property. In view of this fact, the characterizations of sign-nonsingular patterns allowing symplectic pairs discussed in this paper are carried out in terms of unweighted digraphs. It should be understood that if a noneven digraph D is shown to allow symplectic pairs, it follows that any negative-diagonal sign-nonsingular pattern whose digraph is D (and any sign pattern that is sign-equivalent to such a pattern) also allows symplectic pairs.
Overlap Numbers, Digraphs and Symplectic Pairs
We rst discuss a necessary condition for a sign pattern to allow symplectic pairs. Let H be an n n sign pattern. Given disctinct indices i and j, de ne the signed row overlap numbers N(H) + ij (respectively, N(H) ? ij ) as the number of column indices k for which H ik H jk > 0 (respectively, < 0). The following necessary condition for a sign pattern H to allow symplectic pairs follows directly from the requirement that the sign pattern H permit We now consider the problem of determining which of the strong, symmetric noneven digraphs allow symplectic pairs. Now suppose G is neither C 2 nor C 4 . If G has connectivity one, then G has a cut vertex v, and there exist vertices u and w (distinct from v) in G such that every uw-path contains v. Consider an arbitrary uw-path P (at least one of which must exist since G is connected), and call the unique pair of vertices that are adjacent to v in P u 0 and w 0 . In G , both u 0 and w 0 dominate v, but cannot both dominate any other vertex of G since this would result in a uw path in G not containing v. Thus G fails to allow symplectic pairs by Proposition 3.1.
If G is 2-connected, G must be a subgraph of a C 4 -cockade. Suppose rst that G is a C 4 -cockade. Since G 6 = C 4 , G must have the form shown in Figure 2 , where the subgraph G of G is also a C 4 -cockade. Note that u 0 and u 00 both dominate u in G , and that the only other vertices dominated Now suppose that G is not a C 4 -cockade, which means that G contains a reduced cycle C of length p 6: Consider three vertices u; v; and w from C (as shown in Figure 3 ) such that u and v both dominate w in G . Since C is a reduced cycle, u and v cannot both be adjacent to any other vertex in C, since otherwise C would have length four. Suppose u and v are both adjacent to a vertex x not in C, as shown in Figure 3 . Then there exist three internally disjoint paths joining u and v, namely the two paths from u to v on C and the path uxv. Furthermore, this last path has length two. Thus by Proposition 4.1, G is even, which is a contradiction. Thus no such vertex x exists in G, and G fails to allow symplectic pairs by Proposition 3.1.
Note that a symmetric digraph G 6 = C 2 such that G has connectivity one fails to allow symplectic pairs whether G is noneven or not. induces (through blossom membership) an ordering on all the vertices of T; in particular, we will write u > v if u is in the blossom associated with backbone vertex x i , v is in the blossom associated with backbone vertex x j , and i > j. We now form the extended caterpillar E by adding to T all arcs (u; v) not present in T such that u > v, and exactly one arc joining any two non-backbone vertices in a given blossom, so that each blossom contains a transitive tournament on its vertex set. It is clear that any extended caterpillar is dense in both of the senses discussed above, and it is easy to show that an extended caterpillar is noneven. An example of an extended caterpillar of size six is shown in Figure 4 . Extended caterpillars and their strong subdigraphs have connectivity one. Also, a strong subdigraph of an extended caterpillar E must contain a backbone path of the form x j :::x m , where 1 j m k and id(x m ) = od(x j ) = 1. In 1], Thomassen gave the following v is 2-connected. Now since x dominates v and is dominated by u, D must be isomorphic to one of the digraphs appearing in Figure 7 . Since both contain a weak 3-double-cycle, we again obtain the contradiction that D is even, completing the proof. Proceeding by induction, suppose D has size n 5: By a result of Thomassen and Haagkvist 12] , D must contain a cycle x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x n?1 which misses exactly one of its vertices. Call the vertex not in this cycle x. Since D is noneven, it follows that there is at most one 2-cycle incident at x, say from x n?1 . Since x has degree n, there must be exactly one 2-cycle incident at x, and every vertex of D?x either dominates or is dominated by x. If there exist i; j such that 1 i < j n ? 2 and the arcs (x; x i ) and (x j ; x) are present, then D contains a subdivision of the digraph shown in Figure 8 , and is thus even, which is a contradiction.
Thus there is a k, 1 k n ? 2 such that the vertices x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x k dominate x, and the vertices x k+1 ; x k+2 ; :::; x n?2 are dominated by x. arc incident from z 1 , the latter case implies that D 00 has no vertex of outdegree one, which is a contradiction that completes the proof.
Dense Noneven Digraphs and Symplectic Pairs
In order to simplify our characterization of the dense noneven digraphs allowing symplectic pairs, we rst explore a second necessary condition for a strong digraph to allow symplectic pairs.
Note that each non-zero term in the expansion of K A i; j] corresponds to a signed path from j to i in D(A) (see Appendix A). Recalling the de nition of maximality of a signnonsingular pattern, we shall refer to a noneven digraph as maximal if the addition of any arc results in an even digraph.
If a sign pattern H is sign-nonsingular, we can use Lemma 2.3-1 to construct the following necessary condition for H to allow symplectic pairs: Proposition 6.1: Let the sign pattern H be sign-nonsingular. Then H can allow symplectic pairs only if the following two conditions hold for all (i; j):
(1) H ij = 0 ) H i; j] is not sign-nonsingular (2) H ij 6 = 0 ) H i; j] is sign-nonsingular Proof: The proposition follows directly from Lemma 2.3-1 and the fact that a non-zero entry in a sign-nonsingular pattern cannot correspond to a minor matrix whose determinant changes sign.
We now show that for a sign-nonsingular pattern H that allows symplectic pairs, the properties of maximality and irreducibility are equivalent. In particular, this implies that a strong noneven digraph D that allows symplectic pairs must be maximal. is not combinatorially singular. Thus, given any pair of distinct indices (i; j) such that digraphs, and Lim 11] constructed an in nite family of sign-nonsingular patterns (associated with wheels) whose digraphs are 2-connected, noneven and maximal planar. Thomassen also showed 16] that no 3-connected digraph is noneven.
We have shown in this paper that among the dense 2-connected digraphs, the only noneven digraphs are of size four, namely W 4 and C 4 , which are sign-equivalent. As shown in 1], dense digraphs of connectivity one must be subdigraphs of extended caterpillars. The only dense noneven digraphs that allow symplectic pairs are W 4 , C 4 , and extended caterpillars. (For detailed characterizations of the symplectic pairs allowed by the sign patterns corresponding to these digraphs, see 8] and 17].) More generally, no strong non-maximal noneven digraph can allow symplectic pairs.
Among the 2-connected symmetric digraphs, the only noneven digraphs cite1 are the digraphs G where G is a subdigraph of a C 4 -cockade. The only such digraph that allows symplectic pairs is C 4 itself. The only symmetric digraph of connectivity one that allows symplectic pairs is C 2 .
